Enrolment Details

All students are to enrol in the following units for Spring 2009:

300206  Sustainable Design
300597  Master Project 1

*Students are required to choose 2 units in their Engineering Specialist Alternates*

**For Civil Engineering:**
300605  Advanced Structural Design  
300604  Advanced Geotechnical Engineering

**For Environmental Engineering:**
300604  Advanced Geotechnical Engineering  
300602  Advanced Environmental Engineering

**For Computer Engineering:**
300173  Advanced Data Networks  
300196  Personal Communication Systems

**For Electrical Engineering:**
300173  Advanced Data Networks  
300197  Power System Planning and Economics  
300601  Advanced Electrical Machines and Drives

**For Mechatronic Engineering:**
300600  Mechatronic System Design  
300601  Advanced Electrical Machines and Drives

**For Telecommunication Engineering:**
300173  Advanced Data Networks  
300196  Personal Communication Systems